In this paper we deal with iterative numerical methods to solve linear systems arising in continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) models. We develop an algorithm to dynamically tune the relaxation parameter of the successive over-relaxation method. We give a sufficient condition for the Gauss-Seidel method to converge when computing the steady-state probability vector of a finite irreducible CTMC, an a suffient condition for the Generalized Minimal Residual projection method not to converge to the trivial solution 0 when computing that vector. Finally, we compare several splitting-based iterative methods an a variant of the Generalized Minimal Residual projection method.
Introduction
Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) are widely used for dependability and performability modeling. For these models, several measures of interest can be computed from the solution of a linear system of equations. Typically, such a system is sparse and may have many unknowns, making iterative methods attractive for its solution.
Several currently available tools allow the specification and solution of dependability and performability CTMC models. These are, among others, SAVE [12] , SPNP [9] , UltraSAN [10] and SURF-2 [4] . For the solution of linear systems of equations SPNP uses Successive over-relaxation (SOR) with dynamic tuning of the relaxation parameter ω [8] . SAVE uses SOR for the computation of the steady-state probability vector and SOR combined with an acceleration technique [15] for the computation of mean time to failure (MTTF) like measures. UltraSAN offers a direct method with techniques to reduce the degree of fill-in and SOR, being ω selected by the user. Finally, SURF-2 uses the conjugate gradient method (see, for instance, [24] ).
Several papers have compared numerical methods for solving the linear systems of equations which arise in CTMC models. In an early paper [13] , performance models were considered and several iterative methods were compared for the computation of the steady-state probability vector of finite irreducible CTMCs. The methods included Gauss-Seidel (GS), SOR, block SOR, and Chebyshev acceleration with GS preconditioning. For SOR, an algorithm based on the theory of p-cyclic matrices [26] was used to select a value for ω. In [25] , failure/repair models were considered and SOR with dynamic tuning of ω, also based on the theory of p-cyclic matrices, was compared with GS and the power methods, showing that SOR was considerably more efficient specially for the linear systems arising in MTTF computations. In [19] a number of direct and iterative methods were reviewed for CTMC performance models. Among others, two projection methods were considered: the Arnoldi's method and the Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method. In [11] GMRES and two variants of the quasi-minimal residual algorithm were compared. In [14] , direct and splitting-based iterative methods were considered for solving CTMC models arising in communication systems and the authors suggested using the extrapolated Jacobi method and SOR with suitable values for ω in combination with some aggregation/disaggregation steps.
We consider two measures defined over rewarded CTMC models: the steady-state reward rate (SSRR) and the mean cumulative reward to failure (MCRTF). We start by defining formally the measures and establishing the linear systems which have to be solved. Let X = {X(t); t ≥ 0} be a finite irreducible CTMC. X has state space Ω and infinitesimal generator Q = (q i,j ) i,j∈Ω (q i,j , i = j is the transition rate from i to j and −q i,i is the output rate from i). Let r i , i ∈ Ω be a reward rate structure defined over X. The steady-state reward rate is defined as
and can be computed as SSRR = i∈Ω r i π i , where π π π = (π i ) i∈Ω is the steady-state probability vector of X. π π π is the positive normalized ( π π π 1 = 1) solution of
where matrix Q T is singular, the superscript T indicates transpose and 0 is a null column vector of appropriate dimension. In order to avoid divisions it is convenient to transform (1) into the linear system Pφ φ φ = 0 ,
where P is the singular matrix Q T [diag(Q)] −1 , being [diag(Q)] the matrix with diagonal entries equal to q ii and null off-diagonal entries. The solution vector π π π of (1) is related to the positive normalized ( φ φ φ 1 = 1) solution vector φ φ φ of (2) by π π π = [diag(Q)] −1 φ φ φ/ [diag(Q)] −1 φ φ φ 1 . We note that P is an M-matrix [24] .
The steady-state unavailability (UA) is a particular case of SSRR obtained by defining a reward rate structure r i = 0, i ∈ U , r i = 1, i ∈ D, where U is the subset of Ω including the up (operational) states and D is the subset of Ω including the down states.
To define the mean cumulative reward to failure, consider the CTMC X U with state space U ∪ {a}, where U includes all up states and a is an absorbing state, obtained by directing to state a the transitions to states in which the system is failed, and assume that all states of U are transient.
Let α α α U be the initial probability distribution of X U restricted to U and assume that X U is initially in U with probability 1, i.e. i∈U α U i = 1. Let r i , i ∈ U be a reward rate structure defined on the transient states of X U . Then, the mean cumulative reward to failure is defined as MCRTF = E T 0 r X U (t) t . , T = min{t : X U (t) = a} , and can be computed as MCRTF = i∈U r i τ
where τ τ τ U = (τ U i ) i∈U is the mean times to absorption vector of X U . τ τ τ U can be obtained (see, for instance, [6] ) by solving Q
where Q U U is the restriction of the infinitesimal generator of X U to the subset U and matrix Q T U U is nonsingular. Again, it is convenient to transform (3) into the linear system
where P U U is the nonsingular matrix Q T U U [diag(Q U U )] −1 . The solution vector τ τ τ U of (3) is related to the solution vector ν ν ν U of (4) by τ τ τ U = [diag(Q U U )] −1 ν ν ν U and P U U is an M-matrix. The MTTF is obtained as a particular case of MCRTF for the reward rate structure r i = 1, i ∈ U .
The convergence of both GS and SOR may be extremely slow when they are used to solve (4) . In [15] an efficient technique is described which improves the convergence of such methods. The technique consists in defining suitable subsets S, T , U = S T and then solving either |T | or |T |+1 linear systems depending on whether the initial probability distribution of X U is concentrated in a single state of T or not, whose nonsingular matrix is Q T SS , where Q SS is the restriction of the infinitesimal generator of X U to S. Next, we briefly describe that technique in a pure algebraic manner for the case S = U − {1}, T = {1}, where without loss of generality we assume that state 1 is the state in which all components are unfailed. In that case the following two linear systems are solved:
where
, and h ′′ = i∈S τ ′′ i q i,1 . Again, it is convenient to transform (5) and (6) into the linear systems
where P SS is the nonsingular matrix
The solution vector ν ν ν ′ of (7) is related to
Analogously, the solution vector ν ν ν ′′ of (8) is related to the solution vector τ τ τ ′′ of (6) by τ τ τ ′′ = [diag(Q SS )] −1 ν ν ν ′′ . Again, we note that P SS is an M-matrix. In the particular case in which state 1 of X has initial probability equal to 1, only the linear system (7) needs to be solved and τ τ τ is computed as τ τ τ = τ τ τ ′ /(1 − h ′ ) since in that case α U 1 = 1, α S i = 0, i ∈ S and, therefore, τ τ τ ′ = τ τ τ ′′ . As a final remark, note that since h ′ can be very close to 1, straight computation of 1 − h ′ might result in severe cancellations. It can be shown, though, that
so 1 − h ′ can be computed safely using only additions of nonnegative numbers.
In [15] it is shown that GS usually converges much faster for both (7) and (8) than it does for (4). We will use the technique in combination with GS, SOR and block Gauss-Seidel (BGS). The resulting methods will be called AGS, ASOR and ABGS, where the prefix "A" stands for accelerated.
In this paper we are concerned with numerical iterative methods to solve the linear systems (2), (4), (7) and (8) . Three classes of models will be considered. The first class include failure/repair models like those which can be specified by the SAVE modeling language [12] . Basically, these models correspond to fault-tolerant systems made up of components which fail and are repaired with exponential distributions. There is a state in which all components are unfailed having only outgoing failure transitions. The remaining states have at least an outgoing repair transition. Note that in this class of models the detection of the failure of a component is assumed to be immediate, i.e. all failed components are immediately scheduled for repair. In the second class of models which we will consider, failures of spare (inactive) components will be detected only when they are tested. Test of spare components will be assumed to be performed periodically with deterministic intertest time. To be able to use CTMCs to represent such systems the deterministic intertest time will be approximated by a K-Erlang distribution, with K large enough to obtain convergence in the computed measure as K is incremented. The third class of models is quite wide and includes models with failure, repair and performance transitions.
We will describe an efficient and robust algorithm to dynamically tune ω in SOR with the objective of reducing the number of iterations required to achieve convergence. Moreover, we will give a sufficient condition for GS to converge when solving (2) and a sufficient condition for GMRES not to converge to the trivial solution 0 when solving (2) . The condition for GS encompasses the very common situation in which the CTMC is generated from a given start state using a set of generation rules and states are numbered increasingly as they are generated. Finally, we will analyze and compare the splitting-based methods GS, SOR and BGS with its accelerated versions, and a variant [23] of GMRES [22] which we will call GMR. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the iterative methods and the algorithm to dynamically tune ω in SOR. Section 3 analyzes convergence issues. Section 4 presents examples and numerical results. Section 5 includes the conclusions. Appendix A gives a formal description of the proposed algorithm to dynamically tune ω in SOR.
Numerical methods
We are interested in solving a linear system of the form
where A = P and b = 0 (2), A = P U U and b = −α α α U (4), A = P SS and b = −β (7), or A = P SS and b = −ξ (8). In the following we will let n be the dimension of A. We next describe iterative numerical methods which can be used to solve (9) . We start by splitting-based methods and next will consider a variant of GMRES.
Gauss-Seidel, SOR and block Gauss-Seidel
Splitting-based methods are based on the decomposition of the matrix A in the form A = M − N, where M is nonsingular. The iterative method is then
where x (k) is the k-th iterate for x and H = M −1 N is the iteration matrix.
Both GS and SOR are easily derived by considering the decomposition A = D − E − F, where D = [diag(A)] and −E and −F are, respectively, the strict lower and upper part of A. GS is obtained by taking M = D − E and N = F. The iterative step of GS can then be described as
or in terms of the elements of A as
SOR is obtained by taking M = (D − ωE)/ω and N = ((1 − ω)D + ωF)/ω. The iterative step of SOR can then be described as
where x GS i is the right-hand side of (11) .
BGS is the straightforward generalization of GS when matrix A, the right-hand side and the solution vectors of (9) are partitioned in p blocks as follows:
The iterative step of BGS is:
Hence, each iteration of BGS requires to solve p systems of linear equations of the form A i,i x i = z i . Depending on the sizes and non-null structure of matrices A i,i , such systems may be solved using either direct or iterative methods.
An algorithm for the tuning of ω in SOR
In this section we describe an algorithm for dynamically tuning the relaxation parameter ω of SOR with the objective of reducing the number of iterations required to achieve convergence.
The algorithm is based on estimations of the convergence factor η (spectral radius of the iteration matrix H, ρ(H), when A is nonsingular, largest modulus of the eigenvalues of H different from 1, γ(H), when A is singular) as well as on detecting when SOR diverges. Recall that a necessary (and sufficient when A is nonsingular) condition for SOR to converge is that η < 1 [5] .
After each iteration k for which the last two iterations have been performed with the same value of ω, η is estimated as
Stabilization of η is monitored and it is assumed to be stabilized when the relative difference in 1/| log η| between two consecutive iterations is smaller than or equal to a given tolerance TOL ETA three consecutive times. The rationale for using 1/| log η| instead of η is that the number of iterations required to achieve convergence is proportional to 1/| log η|. The estimator of η may take many iterations to stabilize or simply not to stabilize at all (for instance, if η corresponds to complex conjugate eigenvalues of H). In order not to waste iterations for values of ω for which SOR diverges or η does not stabilize because it corresponds to complex eigenvalues of H, for any ω, except ω = 1, for which no limit is imposed, a maximum of M = max{IT ETA, it gs /FACT ETA} iterations are allocated for the stabilization of η, where it gs is the number of iterations required for the stabilization of η for ω = 1, IT ETAis an integer value > 1 which prevents M from being too small and FACT ETA > 1.
We have found convenient to introduce a divergence test which is also applicable when η does not stabilize. Let tol
The divergence test is based on monitoring the progress of tol
∞ . Let i be the iteration index associated with the current value of ω (i.e. i is set to 0 when ω is changed into a new value). Every IT TEST iterations performed with the same ω the algorithm computes
SOR is assumed to diverge and the iterations to estimate η for the current ω are stopped as soon as it is found that
The divergence test is not used when ω ≤ 1, since in that case SOR is guaranteed to converge (see Section 3.1).
The algorithm tries to find an ω minimizing η in the interval (0, 2) for the linear system (2) and in the interval [1, 2) for the linear systems (4), (7) and (8) (see Section 3.1 for a justification). For the linear system (2), the algorithm gives priority to scanning to the right the interval [1, 2) because after performing many numerical experiments we have found that typically the minimum of η is in that case on the right of ω = 1. The algorithm only considers values of ω for which η stabilizes to a value < 1 and it assumes that η is either a monotone function of ω or has a single local minimum in the subset of values of ω considered. If evidence is found that η as a function of ω does not satisfy any of those conditions, the tuning process is stopped and the method continues using the best explored ω (see next for details).
The algorithm performs scans to the right and scans to the left in intervals of ω. Scans to the right are performed at steps δ + ω and scans to the left are performed at steps δ − ω . Initially, both δ + ω and δ − ω are set to a given constant INI DELTA, but they are divided, if necessary, by factors FACT DELTA so that the scanning can continue within the interval for ω under exploration. The algorithm is called with a limit number of iterations and exits with failure if such a limit is exhausted and the linear system did not converge. The algorithm starts iterating with ω = 1 until the estimate for η, η gs , stabilizes to a value < 1. If η gs stabilizes to a value ≥ 1, the algorithm reverts to GaussSeidel. Next, while the estimate for η does not increase, the interval (1, 2) is scanned to the right. If for a given ω it is found that η does not stabilize or the method does not converge, the right limit, r, of the search interval (initially, r = 2) is set to that ω and the scan continues to the right starting from the last ω for which η stabilized to a value < 1. The scan to the right of the interval (1, 2) is stopped as soon as one of the following conditions holds:
(a) it is not possible to further reduce δ + ω without falling below the desired accuracy, ǫ ω , for the location of the optimum ω, (b) η is found to increase.
In case (a), two situations are possible:
(a.1) η has only stabilized to a value < 1 for ω = 1, (a.2) η has already stabilized to a value < 1 for more than one value of ω; the last two values of ω for which it has happened are ω m and ω r , ω m < ω r , and the corresponding estimates for η are η m and η r , η m ≥ η r .
In case (a.1), the algorithm reverts to Gauss-Seidel if the linear system being solved is (4), (7) or (8); otherwise, the search continues in the interval (0, 1) as will be explained later. In case (a.2), if ω r − ω m > ǫ ω the algorithm scans to the left the interval (ω m , ω r ) beginning at ω r ; otherwise, the algorithm stops tuning ω and continues using the best explored ω (i.e. the one corresponding to the smallest η). Next, we discuss case (b). Three cases are possible depending again on for how many values of the relaxation parameter η has stabilized to a value < 1:
(b.1) η has only stabilized to a value < 1 for two values of ω; the two values of ω for which it has happened are ω = 1 and ω r , ω r > 1; the corresponding estimates for η are η gs and η r , η r > η gs , (b.2) η has already stabilized to a value < 1 for more than two values of ω; the last three values of ω for which it has happened are ω l , ω m and ω r , ω l < ω m < ω r , and the corresponding estimates for η are η l , η m and η r , η l > η m < η r ,
In case (b.1), the search continues in the interval (0, 1) if the linear system being solved is (2) . When the linear system being solved is (4), (7) or (8), if ω r − 1 > ǫ ω the algorithm scans to the right the interval (1, ω r ) beginning at 1; otherwise, the algorithm reverts to Gauss-Seidel. In case (b.2), a minimum of η has been bracketed. If ω m − ω l > ǫ ω or ω r − ω m > ǫ ω , the golden section search method (see, for instance, [20] ) is used in the interval (ω l , ω r ) to find such a minimum; otherwise, the algorithm stops tuning ω and continues with the best explored ω. In case (b.3), if ω m − ω l > ǫ ω the interval (ω l , ω m ) is scanned to the left beginning at ω m ; otherwise, the algorithm stops tuning ω and continues with the best explored ω.
To solve (2), the search in the interval (0, 1) is performed in a similar way. While η decreases, the algorithm makes a scan to the left. If for a given ω it is found that η does not stabilize or the method does not converge, the left limit, l, of the search interval (initially, l = 0) is set to that ω and the scan continues to the left starting from the last ω for which η stabilized to a value < 1. The scan to the left of the interval (0, 1) is stopped as soon as one of the following conditions holds:
ω cannot be reduced without falling below ǫ ω , (d) η is found not to decrease.
In case (c), two cases are possible:
(c.1) η has only stabilized to a value < 1 for ω = 1, (c.2) η has already stabilized to a value < 1 for more than one value of ω; the last two values of ω for which it has happened are ω l and ω m , ω l < ω m , and the corresponding estimates for η are η l and η m , η l < η m .
In case (c.1), the algorithm reverts to Gauss-Seidel. In case (c.2), if ω m − ω l > ǫ ω the algorithm scans to the right the interval (ω l , ω m ) beginning at ω l ; otherwise, the algorithm stops tuning ω and continues with the best explored ω. Selection of appropriate values for the parameters on which the algorithm to dynamically tune ω depends is not trivial, being from our experience TOL ETA, IT ETA and FACT ETA the most delicate ones. If TOL ETA is chosen too large an erroneous estimate of the convergence factor may result and the tuning process may become confused. If TOL ETA is chosen too small and η takes a large number of iterations to stabilize the algorithm may not explore all values of ω of interest. Selection of values for IT ETA and FACT ETA also involves a tradeoff. If the resulting M is too small, the algorithm may not explore all values of ω of interest. If the resulting M is too large, iterations may be wasted for an ω for which η does not stabilize (if, for instance, η corresponds to complex conjugate eigenvalues of the iteration matrix). After performing many experiments, we have found IT ETA = 150, FACT ETA = 2, TOL ETA = 0.001, ǫ ω = 0.001, INI DELTA = 0.1, FACT DELTA = 10, IT TEST = 30, and DIV FACT = 1.5 to be appropriate choices.
Generalized Minimal Residual
The GMRES method begins with an initial approximate solution x (0) and an initial residue r (0) = b − Ax (0) , and generates an approximate solution at step j as
, where K j is the j-dimensional Krylov subspace generated by A and r (0)
The least-squares problem is solved in such a way that for each j the norm of the residue r (j) 2 is available and convergence is achieved when r (j) 2 ≤ δ r , where δ r is a predefined small enough value.
The memory and time requirements of GMRES grow as j increases because the method needs the j vectors r (0) , Ar (0) , . . . , A j−1 r (0) to construct an orthonormal basis of K j . Thus, in practice a restarted version, GMRES(k), is used: after every k iterations (assuming convergence has not been achieved) the algorithm is restarted, taking x (k) as the next initial solution guess for the next cycle of k iterations. For details about GMRES and GMRES(k), see [22] .
Convergence of GMRES is monotonic, i.e. r (j+1) 2 ≤ r (j) 2 . Furthermore, in exact arithmetic it reaches the exact solution in at most n steps if A is nonsingular [22] . However, if k is not large enough, GMRES(k) can converge very slowly or even stagnate, i.e. the reduction in the residual norm after each step tends to zero and the algorithm does not reach the solution. The convergence rate of the method typically increases with k but so does the memory and time requirements per iteration. Thus, the issue of selecting an appropriate value for k arises. In [23] an adaptive variant of GMRES(k) is proposed in which k is enlarged or maintained depending on how fast the residual norm decreases. The algorithm starts with k = k 0 . After each cycle, if the 2-norm of the current residue r (j) is larger than δ r , an estimate of the number of iterations still needed to reach convergence is computed using the residue at the beginning of the recently completed cycle, r (j−k) , as ξ = k log(δ r / r (j) 2 )/ log( r (j) 2 / r (j−k) 2 ). Being j max the iterations limit and sv a small number, the algorithm is assumed to be near-stagnated if ξ ≥ sv × (j max − j). In that case, if k has not reached yet its maximum value k max , k is incremented by some value m and the cycle is continued till complete the new number k of iterations or achieve convergence. If k is not enlarged, first the 2-norm of r (j) is checked to be non greater than that of r (j−k) (it could be greater due to numerical instability of the method), aborting the procedure otherwise. Next, if ξ ≥ bv ×(j max −j), where bv is typically much larger than sv , stagnation is assumed and the whole algorithm aborted because it is unlikely that the algorithm will achieve convergence within the remaining j max − j iterations. Notice that this last test subsumes the case in which the maximum number of iterations j max is reached. Our algorithm (GMR), which is described in Fig. 1 , closely follows that of [23] .
The main difference is that the Krylov subspace basis is orthonormalized using the modified GramSchmidt method with double orthogonalization (MGO) [21] instead of the Householder reflection procedure (HO). MGO performs as the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure (see, for instance, [24] ) but the norm of the new basis vector, w l , which is being computed is monitored to reduce the impact of cancellations: at each step, h i,l = w T l v i and w l = w l − h i,l v i are computed; since v i 2 = 1,
will be reduced by h 2 i,l . If h 2 i,l is greater than, say 0.99 × s, cancellations might be important and a second orthogonalization step is performed. HO is numerically more stable than MGO but it is about twice as expensive as MGO when the number of reorthogonalizations is small [21, 23] . Also, MGO is known to be appropriate for most applications [21] .
Preconditioning techniques can significantly speed up GMRES(k) [21, 23, 24] . We use rightpreconditioning with preconditioner G, i.e. we transform the original problem (9) into the new one
This implies that the vector w l which the MGO procedure starts with in Fig. 1 is now w l = AG −1 v l , and that the solution after each restart cycle, x, is computed as x = x + G −1 V l y. We use the symmetric Gauss-Seidel preconditioner:
and −E and −F are, respectively, the strict lower and upper part of A. In practice, the matrix G −1 is not actually computed (this would be too expensive due to fill-in) and the required z 2 = G −1 z 0 computations are carried out by solving first the lower triangular linear system (I − ED −1 )z 1 = z 0 and then the upper triangular linear system (D − F)z 2 = z 1 . Although there are more elaborate preconditioners which usually work better [19] , we have found that the improvement achieved by symmetric Gauss-Seidel is enough. Moreover, it does not need any extra storage since G is "contained" into the coefficient matrix A of (9).
The most critical parameters of our GMR algorithm are k 0 and k max . The larger they are, the more likely the algorithm will achieve convergence within the maximum number of allowed iterations. On the other hand, GMR requires as many extra arrays of size n as the dimension of the Krylov subspace k ∈ {k 0 , . . . , k max } the algorithm chooses, so neither k 0 nor k max can be too large if memory is a concern. After some experimentation we have found k 0 = 20, k max = 30, m = 2, sv = 0.005, and bv = 1 to be appropriate choices.
Convergence

Convergence results
First we analyze convergence for the splitting-based methods. A matrix C is said to be semiconvergent if lim k→∞ C k exists. In particular, C is called convergent if that limit equals 0. The splitting A = M − N, M nonsingular, on which the iterative method defined by (10) is based is semiconvergent if H = M −1 N is semiconvergent. If the linear system (9) is consistent, the iterative method defined by (10) converges to a solution of (9) for each x (0) if and only if the splitting from which (10) has been derived is semiconvergent [5, Chapter 7, Lemma 6.13]. Obviously, when A is singular the solution obtained by the iterative method will depend on x (0) . A necessary and sufficient condition for the nonsingular matrix C to be convergent is ρ(C) < 1, while in the singular case C is semiconvergent (see, for instance, [18] ) if and only if: (1) ρ(C) ≤ 1, and, if ρ(C) = 1, then (2) 1 is an eigenvalue of C and γ(C) < 1, and (3) C has only linear elementary divisors corresponding [21] ; if r 2 ≤ δ r then go to B end if end for ξ = k log δ r / r 2 / log r 2 / r old 2 ; if ξ ≥ sv (j max − j) and k ≤ k max − m then k = k + m; go to A; end if B: solve min y r 2 e 1 − Hy 2 , where e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) T and H is an (l + 1) × l matrix described in [21] ; to the eigenvalue 1 (i.e. all the Jordan blocks associated with 1 in the Jordan canonical form of C have dimension 1). P is a singular M-matrix and both P U U and P SS are nonsingular M-matrices [24] having all them nonvanishing diagonal elements. We have the following well-known results:
1. The SOR method can only converge for the linear system (2) for 0 < ω < 2 [27, Ch. 4, Theorem 1.2]. Moreover, the splitting on which SOR is based is semiconvergent for 0 < ω < 1 [2, Corollary 3].
2. For the linear systems systems (4), (7) and (8) Using the fact that det(H SOR ) = (1 − ω) n , where H SOR is the iteration matrix for the SOR method and n is the dimension of the linear system being solved, it is justified in [27, Ch. 4, Theorem 1.2] that SOR diverges for the singular system (2) if ω < 0 or ω > 2. Here, we discuss the divergence of the method for the cases ω = 0 and ω = 2. The case ω = 0 is immediate since the splitting which gives place to the SOR method is not defined. In the case ω = 2, | det(H SOR )| = 1, which does not prevent 1 from being the only eigenvalue of H SOR , thus fulfilling convergence conditions (1) and (2) . Note that if H SOR has an unique eigenvalue, condition (2) states that the Jordan canonical form of H SOR must have n Jordan blocks. The number of Jordan blocks having the eigenvalue λ in the Jordan canonical form of an n × n matrix C is equal to dim(Ker(C − λI)) (see, for instance, [1] ), where Ker(C − λI) is the null space of C − λI, and, trivially, dim(Ker(C − λI)) < n unless C − λI = 0. It is easy to verify that the (1, 1)-element of H SOR − I is equal to −2 when ω = 2. Therefore, H SOR − I = 0 and, then, dim(Ker(H SOR − I)) < n, implying that the canonical Jordan form of H SOR has at most n − 1 Jordan blocks. Thus, condition (3) above is violated and the SOR method diverges for ω = 2.
Let H GS be the iteration matrix of GS. Since P has "property c" [24, Theorem 3.16] , it follows [18, Theorem 5 ] that H GS is semiconvergent if and only if 1 is the only eigenvalue of H GS on the unit circle, i.e. γ(H GS ) < 1. The directed graph Γ(C) = (V, E) associated with the n × n matrix C = (c i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n is defined by the set of vertices V = {1, . . . , n} and the set of edges is monotone increasing and monotone decreasing if the path (i 0 , . . . , i l−1 ) is monotone decreasing [2] . A necessary and sufficient condition on Γ(P) = Γ(Q T ) for γ(H GS ) to be < 1 is given in [2, Theorem 1]. Unfortunately, the result requires the knowledge of all the cycles in Γ(P). Several, more practical sufficient conditions on Γ(P) or Γ(Q) for γ(H GS ) to be < 1 have been derived [2, 17] 
The assumption on the ordering of the states of Theorem 1 is not very restrictive in practice, since it encompasses the very common situation in which the CTMC is generated from a given start state using a set of generation rules and states are numbered increasingly as they are generated.
Two issues must be considered for the algorithm GMR: convergence and breakdown. As it has been stated in Section 2.3, convergence of GMRES(k) can be very slow or even the algorithm can stagnate and never reach the solution, and the same applies to our variant, GMR. Breakdown is related to the least-squares problem which has to be solved at the end of each cycle. That problem can be formulated as the minimization of the functional
where Fig. 1 ) contains an orthonormal basis of K l . Breakdown occurs when rank(AV l ) < l and, consequently, (13) has not an unique solution. At some step l, GM-RES (and GMR) can either (a) break down through rank deficiency of the least-squares problem (rank(AV l ) < rank(V l )) without determining a solution, or (b) determine a solution without breakdown and then break down at the next step through degeneracy of K l+1 (rank(V l+1 ) < l) [7, Theorem 2.2]. Matrices P U U and P SS of the linear systems (4), (7) and (8) are nonsingular. A = P of the linear system (2) is singular, the system is consistent because the CTMC X is finite and irreducible, and, since index(P) = 1 2 [24] , Ker(P) Im(P) = 0 (see, for instance, [11] ). Therefore, for the linear systems (2), (4), (7), and (8) only case (b) above is possible. Note that 2 The index of a square matrix A is defined as the lowest nonnegative integer k such that A k and A k+1 have the same rank [5] .
rank(V l+1 ) < l is equivalent to v l+1 to be linearly dependent of v i , i = 1, . . . , l, i.e. to have h l,l+1 = 0 at step l of GMR. Therefore, for the linear systems being considered the algorithm GMR is safe in the sense that it can only break down if h l,l+1 = 0 and in that case the solution reached is exact.
We conclude this section with two remarks regarding the GMR algorithm. The first one has to do with the initial approximation x (0) used. If the coefficient matrix A is nonsingular (4), (7), (8), it does not matter which initial iteration vector is taken. However, if index(A) = 1 and b = 0 (2), x (0) must not belong to Im(A), since otherwise the iterates will converge to the trivial solution x = 0 [11, Corollary 3.2]. The following theorem gives a criterium to choose an appropriate x (0) .
Theorem 2. Let Q be the infinitesimal generator of a finite and irreducible CTMC and let
P = Q T [diag(Q)] −1 . A
sufficient condition for the solution of the linear system (2) using GMRES or GMR not to converge to the trivial solution x = 0 is to take an initial iteration vector x (0) with
Proof. Assume a vector x ∈ Im(P). This implies the existence of a vector y such that Py = x. Since the rows of Q add up 0, we have
Therefore, 1≤i≤n x (0) i = 0 is a sufficient condition for x (0) ∈ Im(P). Since (2) is consistent, this implies [11, Corollary 3.2] that neither GMRES nor GMR converge to the trivial solution 0.
Our last remark has to do with the preconditioner. If the system (9) is transformed into the new one
by means of a nonsingular preconditioner matrix G = LU, index(A) = 1 implies index(L −1 AU −1 ) = 1, so the above results still apply.
Test of convergence
As convergence test we require the relative variation on the computed measure (SSRR or MCRTF) to be smaller than or equal to a specified tolerance ǫ three consecutive times. The rationale for this test is that it takes into account only "important" components of the solution vector and avoids false convergence if the iteration vectors oscillate.
The convergence test described above is easily implemented for the Gauss-Seidel, SOR and block Gauss-Seidel methods. Implementation of the convergence test for GMR requires some discussion. The natural criterion for checking convergence in GMR is to use the 2-norm of the residue. If x is the computed solution of the linear system (9), when A is nonsingular and b = 0 the 2-norm of the residue r = b − A x is related to the 2-norm of the error vector ∆x = x − x through the condition number of A, κ(A) = A 2 A −1 2 , by
When A is a singular n × n M-matrix of rank n − 1, as it is P [24], one possible bound for ∆x 2 is [3, Theorem 2.1]
where ǫ = ∆x 1 − 1 and σ n−1 is the smallest positive singular value of A. However, neither κ(A) nor σ n−1 are known, so, in practice, from the knowledge of r 2 we cannot estimate the accuracy of the solution. Moreover, if κ(A) or 1/σ n−1 are large, the actual error can be large even though r 2 is small. Therefore, we proceed as follows. Given ǫ and a reduction factor ǫ r for the residual norm, we run GMR with δ r = ǫ r r (0) 2 until it reaches convergence. Then, three more iterations are performed computing the explicit solution for each of them (i.e. with k 0 = k max = 1) and we check the relative variation on the computed measure. If the convergence test is satisfied, the algorithm finishes. Otherwise, ǫ r is divided by a given factor f > 1 and adaptive GMR starts again taking the last computed solution vector as initial iteration vector. We have found ǫ r = ǫ and f = 10 to be appropriate choices.
Numerical results
In this section we compare the performance of the numerical methods described in Section 2 using examples representing five scenarios:
1. solution of (2) for a model with failure and repair transitions and immediate detection of component failures, 2. solution of (4) and (7) for a model with failure and repair transitions and immediate detection of component failures, 3. solution of (2) for a model with failure and repair transitions and K-Erlang intertest time of spare components, 4. solution of (4) and (7) for a model with failure and repair transitions and K-Erlang intertest time of spare components, 5. solution of (2) for a model with failure, repair and performance transitions and immediate detection of component failures.
For all methods, the relative tolerance for convergence is taken ǫ = 10 −8 and a maximum of 100 000 iterations is allowed. As initial guess x (0) we take x (0) = (1/n, . . . , 1/n) to solve (2) and MHz ULTRA 1 SPARC workstation. Main memory usage was in all cases smaller than the available one.
The first example (corresponding to scenario 1) is the distributed fault-tolerant database system depicted in Fig. 2 . The system includes two processors, two controllers and three disk clusters, each with four disks. When both processors are unfailed, one of them is in the active state and the other in the spare state. Similarly, when both controllers are unfailed, one of them is active and the other spare. The system is operational if at least one processor, one controller and three disks of each cluster are unfailed. Processors, controllers and disks fail with constant rates 2 × 10 −5 , 2 × 10 −4 and 3 × 10 −5 , respectively. The dormancy factor for the spare units is 0.2 (i.e. spare components fail with rate 0.2 times the failure rate of active components). There are two failure modes for processors: "soft" mode, which occurs with probability 0.8, and "hard" mode, which occurs with probability 0.2. Soft failures are recovered by an operator restart, while hard failures require hardware repair. Coverage is assumed perfect for all failures except those of the controllers, for which the coverage probability is C. Uncovered controller failures are propagated to two failurefree disks of a randomly chosen cluster. Processor restarts are performed by an unlimited number of repairmen. Repairs of processors in hard failure mode, controllers and disks are performed by one repairman who gives preemptive priority first to disks, next to controllers and last to processors in hard failure mode. Failed components with the same priority are taken at random for repair. Repair rates for processors in soft and hard failure mode are, respectively, 0.5 and 0.2. Controllers and disks are repaired with rates 0.5 and 1, respectively. Components continue to fail when the system is down. The measure of interest is the steady-state unavailability UA, a particular case of the SSRR generic measure. The generated CTMC has 25 250 states and 19 290 transitions. Four values for the coverage probability are considered: C = 0.9, 0.99, 0.999, and 0.9999. For this example we only experimented with GS, SOR and GMR. The CPU time required for the generation of the model was 0.242 s. We give in Table 1 the number of iterations, CPU time in seconds and UA for the first example. The GS method is the fastest one. SOR requires the same number of iterations to achieve convergence as GS because the convergence is so fast that it is achieved before any tuning on ω can be done. The time per iteration for SOR is slightly greater than it is for GS. GMR requires the smallest number of iterations but is the most expensive in time. This is because the number of floating-point operations per iteration of GMR is substantially greater than the number of floating- The second example, corresponding to scenario 2, is identical to the first one except that the number of disk clusters is increased to six. The measure of interest is the MTTF, a particular case of the MCRTF measure. The state in which all components are unfailed has initial probability equal to 1. The number of transient states of the CTMC X U is 384 and the number of transitions among the states of U is 2884. The generation time of X U was 5.82 × 10 −2 s. We consider the numerical methods GS, SOR, GMR, AGS, and ASOR. We give in Table 2 the number of iterations, CPU time in seconds and MTTF for the second example. We consider the same values for the coverage probability C as we did for the first example. If the acceleration technique described in Section 1 is not used, the GMR method requires by far the smaller CPU time. Also, its performance is almost independent of the coverage probability. The GS and SOR methods do not perform satisfactorily, as it was expected [15] . Notice that the larger C, the greater the number of iterations required by GS and SOR. This is because the rate associated to the uncovered failures of the controllers approaches zero and system failure becomes a rarer event. The behavior is in accordance with the theory given in [15] . SOR performs substantially better than GS, and its performance does not degrade so sharply as C increases. When the acceleration technique is used, the AGS method is the fastest. Both AGS and ASOR appear to be insensitive to the value of the coverage parameter C. ASOR requires the same number of iterations than AGS because the convergence is so fast that ASOR has not left the value ω = 1. However, ASOR is slightly slower than AGS because each iteration step of SOR is slightly more expensive than each iteration step of GS.
The system considered in the third example, corresponding to scenario 3, is exactly the same as the system of the first example, with the only difference that failures in spare processors and controllers are not immediately detected. These components are tested with deterministic intertest time T approximated by a K-Erlang distribution with expected value T and K large enough to make the approximation error small. The measure of interest is UA, a particular case of SSRR. It is clear that the greater T is, the greater UA is. Intuitively, the fact that failed spare components are not immediately scheduled for repair "increases" the repair time of these components and so increases UA. We consider the following five values for T : 100, 10, 1, 0.1, and 0.01. For the sake of conciseness, we only give results for a coverage probability C equal to 0.99. The value of K is chosen as the minimum value which makes the relative difference between UA for K and K − 1 smaller than or equal to 5 × 10 −4 . We show in Table 3 the number of required Erlang stages K, the number of states and transitions of the CTMC X, and the CPU generation time in seconds for each value of T .
The state descriptions of the third example have a component µ, 1 ≤ µ ≤ K used to indicate the phase of the K-Erlang distribution. For BGS, the blocks are chosen to include all states which only differ in the value of the state variable µ. In addition, states within each block are sorted following increasing values of µ (from 1 to K). With that ordering, the diagonal matrices A ii of BGS have the form
Taking advantage of this form, we solve efficiently the linear systems (12) of BGS using Gaussian elimination with fill-in only in the last column.
The iterative methods considered for the third example are GS, SOR, BGS and GMR. We show in Table 4 the number of iterations, CPU time in seconds and UA for the third example. Notice first that as T becomes smaller UA tends to the value corresponding to instantaneous detection of failed spare components (4.461 × 10 −6 ). The performance of the numerical methods is affected by T . For large values of T , the GS method performs very well, but its performance degrades quickly as T decreases. The same type of comments can be made for the SOR algorithm. Note, however, that as the number of iterations required by GS increases, the relative reduction in the number of iterations achieved by SOR is greater. This indicates that the algorithm used for selecting the relaxation parameter ω is efficient. BGS is the method which requires fewer iterations. For T = 100 it requires significantly more CPU time than GS and SOR. This is due to the time required to sort the states as explained before. For T = 10, BGS is slightly slower than GS and SOR, and for lower values of T it should be clearly considered as the method of choice. Overall, BGS seems to be the method of choice for scenario 3. GMR performs significantly worse in terms of CPU time than BGS and, for T ≥ 0.1, than GS and SOR. However, it is clearly faster than SOR or GS for T = 0.01. It can be observed that for GMR the number of required iterations decreases from T = 0.1 to T = 0.01, which is in contrast with the behavior observed for greater values of T . We analyzed the behavior of GMR in these two cases and found the following explanation. For T = 0.1 the problem is less harder than for T = 0.01 and GMR is happy with a smaller value of k (k = 22 for T = 0.1; k = 28 for T = 0.01). This smaller value of k makes the convergence slower in the long term.
The fourth example, corresponding to scenario 4, is identical to the second one but now failures of spare components are detected only where they are tested. The test of spare components is performed periodically with deterministic intertest time T , approximated by a K-Erlang distribution with K large enough. The measure of interest is the MTTF, a particular case of MCRTF. The state in which all components are unfailed has initial probability equal to 1. We consider the same values for C and T as we did for the third example. Once again, K is chosen as the minimum value for which the relative variation in the MTTF computed with K and K − 1 is ≤ 5 × 10 −4 . We show in Table 5 the required K, the number of transient states of X U , the number of transitions of the chain X U within the subset U , and the CPU generation time in seconds for several values of T .
For this fourth example we consider the methods GS, SOR, BGS, AGS, ASOR, ABGS, and GMR. Diagonal blocks for BGS and ABGS are chosen and the states within each block sorted as in the previous example. We show in Table 6 the number of iterations, CPU time in seconds required by each method and MTTF. GS performs badly. It is able to reach convergence within 100 000 iterations only for T = 100. SOR also fails for values of T smaller than 10, but significantly outperforms GS. The BGS algorithm does not perform very well. In all cases it reaches convergence but the number of iterations and CPU time are large. AGS and ASOR perform well for large and moderate values of T , but they degrade sharply when T decreases. Note that while ASOR is faster than AGS for medium and small values of T , it requires a few more iterations for T ≥ 10. We analyzed the behavior of ASOR in these two cases and found the following explanation. The ω tuning algorithm changes ω to 1.1 when the algorithm has almost reached convergence with ω = 1. This is a sensible decision since η(1.1) < η(1) but the change in ω produces a "transient" perturbation in the progress of the measure which finally results in a number of iterations slightly greater. ABGS is the best of the seven methods in number of iterations. It is only slightly outperformed in terms of CPU time by AGS and ASOR for T ≥ 10. As for example 3, the reason for the behavior for these values of T is the time consumed in sorting the states. If a single method were to be chosen, ABGS would be the reasonable choice. GMR, though being slower than ABGS, performs reasonably well and its performance degrades less as T becomes smaller than any other method except ABGS.
The fifth example, corresponding to scenario 5, is the queuing system depicted in Fig. 3 . The system, which has been adapted from [16] , consists of 3 identical servers with associated finite queues of length C being fed by tasks which arrive following a Poisson process with arrival rate θ. Service time is exponential with average value ψ −1 . Servers (but not queues) are subjected to exponentially distributed failures and repairs with rates λ and µ, respectively. A scheduler routes arriving tasks to servers following the join-the-shortest-queue routing algorithm. To simplify the model, we assume that if a server breaks down, the customer being served is kept in the queue and its service is resumed after the server has been repaired. The measure of interest is the probability of a customer being rejected, p loss , which can be computed as the probability of the system being in the states in which all queues are full and, therefore, is a particular case of the generic SSRR measure. We use the two sets of model parameter values given in Table 7 . Since the number of states and transitions depends only on the queue length C, the generated CTMC is the same for both sets and has 32 768 states and 177 144 transitions. The CPU generation time was 4.26 s. In this example we only experimented with GS, SOR and GMR. We give in Table 8 the number of iterations, CPU time in seconds and p loss . The GMR method requires the least number of iterations. For model parameters set a, SOR works much better than GS does, reducing the number of iterations by a factor approximately equal to 5. For these parameters SOR outperforms GMR as well in terms of CPU time. For set b, however, the improvement of SOR compared to GS is small and GMR outperforms SOR both in number of iterations and CPU time. Note however that GMR has a memory consumption significantly larger than that of SOR and the latter could be preferred when the model is very large.
In order to assess the efficiency of the proposed algorithm for tuning ω in SOR, we will compare the performance of the proposed SOR algorithm with dynamic tuning of ω with that of SOR with ω set to its optimum value, ω opt . The comparison will be made for example 2 with C = 0.999 when the linear system to be solved is (4) (i.e. without the acceleration technique) and example 5 for both model parameter sets. The optimum value of the relaxation parameter was found scanning the interval [1, 2) for example 2 and (0, 2) for example 5. We show in Figs. 4 and 5 the number of iterations required by SOR with fixed ω as a function of ω. The optimum value of the relaxation Figure 4 : Number of iterations required by SOR with fixed ω to achieve convergence solving the linear system (4) for the second example with C = 0.999 as a function of ω.
parameter for example 2 with C = 0.999 is 1.956. SOR with ω fixed at this optimum value takes 779 iterations and 0.487 s while the proposed algorithm stopped at ω = 1.934 and took (see Table 2 ) 1340 iterations and 1.13 s. Therefore, the proposed algorithm performs satisfactorily for this example. Note that η has a second minimum at ω = 1.856. Hence, this example also illustrates how the proposed algorithm can perform well even if η has more than one local minimum in the interval where η is estimated. The optimum values of the relaxation parameter for example 5 are 1.610 and 1.461 for sets a and b, respectively. SOR with ω fixed at those optimum values requires 96 iterations and 6.94 s for set a and 418 iterations and 29.7 s for set b. The proposed algorithm stopped at ω = 1.600 and required (see Table 8 ) 308 iterations and 24.9 s for set a and stopped at ω = 1.496 and required 719 iterations and 57.9 s for set b. Therefore, the proposed algorithm also performs reasonably well for example 5. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed an efficient and robust algorithm to dynamically tune the relaxation parameter ω of SOR. We also have given a sufficient condition for the Gauss-Seidel method to converge for the solution of the linear system which results when the steady-state probability vector of an irreducible CTMC has to be computed. The condition encompasses the very common situation in which the CTMC is generated from a given start state using a set of generation rules and states are numbered increasingly as they are generated. We have developed a variant, called GMR, of the GMRES algorithm in which convergence is monitored based on the relative difference of the computed measure between successive iterates. Also, we have given a sufficient condition on the initial iteration vector for GMRES and GMR not to converge to the trivial solution 0 when solving the linear system which arises when the steady-state probability of an irreducible CTMC is computed. We have analyzed and compared several iterative numerical methods in the context of CTMC dependability and performability modeling. We have considered three classes of models: failure/repair models with immediate detection of failed components, failure/repair models with deterministic preventive test of spare components approximated by Erlang distributions, and models without special structure including failure, repair and performance transitions. Two measures have been considered: the steady-state reward rate (SSRR) and the mean cumulative reward to failure (MCRTF). The measure SSRR has been considered for all model classes and the measure MCRTF for the first two classes, giving five scenarios. Experimental results have shown that the method of choice is a splitting-based method for four scenarios and either tuned SOR or GMR for one scenario. In all five scenarios the SOR method with the proposed algorithm to dynamically tune ω clearly outperforms the Gauss-Seidel method when this method does not work well, and performs slightly worse than GS in terms of CPU time when GS is so fast that no tuning on ω can be done before achieving convergence. The performance of GMR is reasonable for all scenarios. However, it takes significantly more memory than splitting-based methods. Both GMR and SOR methods do not require any special structure on the CTMC being solved and both should be offered in a general purpose dependability/performability modeling tool.
Appendix A
Here we give a formal description of the algorithm to dynamically tune the relaxation parameter ω in SOR. The algorithm assumes that η has stabilized to a value < 1 for ω = 1. The algorithm has been implemented as an automaton with seven states. The automaton keeps and updates: (1) the left, l, and right, r, limits of the interval where the optimum ω is searched for, (2) the step to the right, δ + ω , and the step to the left, δ − ω , for ω, (3) a set of three relaxation parameters, ω l , ω m and ω r , ω l < ω m < ω r for which η has stabilized to a value < 1, as well as the corresponding estimates of η, η l , η m and η r , (4) the last iteration vector, x last , for the last ω for which SOR did not diverge, and (5) a list of values of ω, W, for which η stabilized to a value < 1, sorted from smaller to larger η. Initially, l = 1 to solve (4), (7) or (8) and l = 0 to solve (2), r = 2, δ + ω = δ − ω = INI DELTA, ω m = 1, η m is set to the estimate of η for ω = 1, x last is the iteration vector which resulted from estimating η for ω = 1, and W = {1}. The initial state is 1.
In each state except state 7 which implements the golden section search method, the automaton selects a new value for the relaxation parameter, ω new , using the procedures inc ome(ω, a), and dec ome(ω, a). The procedure inc ome(ω, a) is called only if a − ω > ǫ ω . The procedure returns ω + δ + ω if ω + δ + ω < a; otherwise, it computes the minimum integer, m, for which ω+ δ + ω /FACT DELTA m < a, sets δ + ω = max{ǫ ω , δ + ω /FACT DELTA m } and returns ω + δ + ω . The procedure dec ome(ω, a) is called only if ω − a > ǫ ω . The procedure returns ω − δ − ω if ω − δ − ω > a; otherwise, it computes the minimum integer, m, for which ω−δ − ω /FACT DELTA m > a, sets δ − ω = max{ǫ ω , δ − ω /FACT DELTA m } and returns ω − δ − ω . Next, iterations are performed to find an estimate, η new , of η for ω new . Let x (i) be the last iteration vector resulting from these iterations. If η new stabilized to a value < 1, ω new is added to W and x last is set to x (i) . If η new did not stabilize, but ω new ≤ 1 (for ω ≤ 1 SOR is guaranteed to converge) or SOR was not found to diverge, x last is also set to x (i) . If η as a function of ω is found to violate the assumptions on monotonicity or existence of a single local minimum, or the room to tune ω is exhausted, or η new does not stabilize but ω new lies between two already explored values of ω for which η stabilized to a value < 1, or, finally, η new ≥ 1 being ω new < 1, the algorithm stops tuning ω and iterates until convergence or the limit number of iterations is exhausted using the procedure finish described below. Otherwise, the automaton updates the 8-tuple {l, r, ω l , η l , ω m , η m , ω r , η r } and enters a new state. The procedure finish simply performs SOR iterations using the values of the relaxation parameter kept in W beginning with the first value (that with smallest η). During these iterations the progress of tol (j) ∞ is monitored as it was done to estimate η and if SOR is found to diverge for the current ω, the relaxation parameter is changed into the next value kept in W and the process continues. The fact that the values of ω for which η stabilized to a value < 1 are kept makes the algorithm more reliable since we have observed that η may stabilize to a value < 1 when indeed SOR diverges for that ω. 
We give in Tables 9-15 a graphical description of each state of the automaton, the actions taken (updates performed on the variables l, r, ω l , η l , ω m , η m , ω r , and η r , or invocation of the procedure finish) and, in the case finish is not invoked, the next state chosen. For the purposes of the description, SNC (stabilized and nonconvergent) stands for η new stabilized to a value ≥ 1 and NS (nonstabilized) stands for η new not stabilized within M = max{IT ETA, it gs /FACT ETA} iterations (it gs is the number of iterations required for the stabilization of η for ω = 1) or SOR was detected to diverge for ω new . For conciseness, the updating of x last and W is not shown. 
